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Section 1: Writing for a Purpose and an Audience

Section I: Writing for a Purpose and an Audience

 Purpose:   Am I writing to entertain? To inform? To persuade? To describe?

 Audience: Am I writing for myself to express and clarify my ideas and/or 
feelings? Or am I writing for others? Possible audiences include 
my peers, younger children, parents, grandparents, children’s 
authors, pen pals, etc.

Unit 1: Writing to Express Ideas

 Purpose:   Writing to learn and explore ideas and problems

 Audience: Usually done for general, unknown audiences

  Unit 2: Writing to Influence

 Purpose:   Writing to convince someone or sway his or her 
opinion to accept the writer’s way of thinking

 Audience:  The audience may be known or unknown.

    Unit 3: Writing to Inform

 Purpose: Writing to share information with others

 Audience: The audience may be known or unknown.

 Unit 4: Writing to Entertain or Create

Purpose:  Writing to create fictitious stories, true stories, poetry, 
or plays to entertain others

Audience:  The audience may be classmates, family, or other 
trusted audiences.
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Unit 1: Writing to Express Ideas—Narrative Writing

Unit 1: Writing to Express Ideas—Narrative Writing

The Importance of Ideas

	 ★ The ideas are the heart of the message, the 
content of the piece, the main theme or central 
story line, together with all the details that enrich 
and develop that theme.

	 ★ The ideas are strong when the message is clear, 
not garbled.

	 ★ The writer chooses details that are interesting, 
important, and informative—often the kinds of 
details the reader would not normally anticipate 
or predict.

	 ★ Successful writers do not tell readers what they 
already know but notice what others overlook, 
seek out the extraordinary, the unusual, the bits 
and pieces of life that others might not see.

Used with permission from the 
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL).
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Unit 1: Teacher Evaluation Writing Rubric—Ideas

Used with permission from the 
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL).

Topic: 

Type of Writing:  Expository  Persuasive  Narrative

1.  Scoring Rubric for Evaluating Ideas

Directions: Circle the number that best describes the quality of the writing.

1 Not Yet: A bare beginning; writer not yet showing any control
2 Emerging: Need for revision outweighs strengths; isolated moments hint at what the writer had 

in mind
3 Developing: Strengths and need for revision are about equal; about halfway home
4 Effective:  On balance, the strengths outweigh the weaknesses; a small amount of revision is 

needed
5 Strong: Shows control and skill in this trait; many strengths present
6 Wow! Exceeds expectations

This paper has no clear sense 
of purpose or central theme. 
To extract meaning from the 
text, the reader must make 
inferences based on sketchy 
or missing details. The writ-
ing reflects more than one of 
these problems.
* The writer is still in search of a 
topic, brainstorming, or has not 
yet decided what the main idea 
of the piece will be.
* Information is limited or un-
clear, or the length is not ad-
equate for development.
* The idea is a simple restate-
ment of the topic or an answer 
to the question with little or no 
attention to detail.
* The writer has not begun to 
define the topic in a meaningful, 
personal way.
* Everything seems as impor-
tant as everything else; the 
reader has a hard time sifting 
out what is important.
* The text may be repetitious, or 
it may read like a collection of 
disconnected, random thoughts 
with no discernible points.

This writer is beginning 
to define the topic, even 
though development is still 
basic or general.
* The topic is fairly broad; how-
ever, you can see where the 
writer is headed.
* Support is attempted, but 
doesn’t go far enough yet in 
fleshing out the key issues or 
story line.
* Ideas are reasonably clear, 
though they may not be de-
tailed, personalized, accurate, 
or expanded enough to show 
indepth understanding or a 
strong sense of purpose.
* The writer seems to be draw-
ing on knowledge or experi-
ence but has difficulty going 
from general observations to 
specifics.
* The reader is left with ques-
tions. More information is 
needed to fill in the blanks.
* The writer generally stays on 
the topic but does not develop 
a clear theme. The writer has 
not yet focused the topic past 
the obvious.

This paper is clear and 
focused. It holds the 
reader’s attention. Rel-
evant anecdotes and 
details enrich the cen-
tral theme.
* The topic is narrow and 
manageable.
* Relevant, telling, quality 
details give the reader 
important information 
that goes beyond the 
obvious or predictable.
* Reasonably accurate 
details are present to 
support the main ideas.
* The writer seems to be 
writing from knowledge 
or experience; the ideas 
are fresh and original.
* The reader’s questions 
are anticipated and an-
swered.
* Insight—an understand-
ing of life and a knack for 
picking out what is signif-
icant—is the indicator of 
high-level performance, 
though not required.

Comments: 

  Features          Not Yet   Emerging Developing        Effective           Strong

  Ideas:                   1            2              3              4              5
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Unit 1: Student Writing Rubric—Ideas

Topic: 

Type of Writing:  Expository  Persuasive  Narrative

Directions: Check those statements that apply to your piece of writing.

 I have a clear and interesting topic.

 My writing is based on my own experience or my own investigation of the topic.

 I can sum up my main point in one sentence:

 My beginning “grabs” my readers’ attention and makes them want to read more.

 All my sentences are important to the topic.

 I included all important events in the order of their happening.

 I show things happening rather than telling about them.

 I have a strong ending that leaves my readers satisfied.

 My readers aren’t left with any important unanswered questions.

Comments: 

Unit 1: Student Writing Rubric—Ideas
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Unit 1: Writing a Thank-you Letter

Key Ideas
 • Letters are a way of keeping in touch with friends and relatives.

 • A letter contains six parts: heading, date, greeting, body, closing, and signature.

Practice

Directions: Examine the format below and identify the six parts of the letter.

          (optional) 9999 Giant Lane
       Big Foot, IL  22222  
       Today’s date

  Dear 

     Letter

  (which, like all narratives has a beginning, middle, and end)

       Your friend,
       Toby Amigo   (handwritten)

On Your Own: Using the proper format, write a thank-you letter to someone in your school 
whom you sincerely appreciate. Some ideas include your school secretary, custodian, cafeteria 
worker, cook, special teacher, your principal, parent, or other volunteer. Any of these people 
would appreciate receiving a letter of thanks. Plan your letter before writing. Think of at least 
three reasons why you appreciate that person and give some examples. You may want to skip 
the heading, but be sure the other parts of your letter are included. 

Unit 1: Writing a Thank-you Letter
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Unit 1: Writing an E-mail

Key Ideas 
 • Electronic mail (e-mail) can be used to send business letters or social letters.
 • E-mail messages are typically direct and shorter than regular letters.
 • Rules for e-mail are:
    1. Your message should be short and to the point.
    2. Never use all capital letters—this is considered “yelling” on-line.
    3. Always spellcheck your e-mail and proofread for errors.
    4. Use basic letter-writing format: date, greeting, body of message, closing, and 

signature.
    5. Always capitalize your sentences and use appropriate punctuation.

Practice

Directions: Read the following e-mail. Which of the rules above has the author violated? Find 
examples in the e-mail itself.

   zak,
   yeah that is reallly cool! but ne way can u
   come to my party on friday? it starts
   at 4 and end around midnight. its at 
   3281 west shore drive on orchard lake.
   call if u need directions 699-9370 (that
   a 248 #) bye ttyl
   *~Kim~*

On Your Own: Do you get e-mail? Do you have a key pal? If not, see if your teacher can arrange 
for a key pal for you. Draft an e-mail message to your key pal that tells who you are and what 
you like to do. Be sure to follow the e-mail rules!  Edit your draft, and when you are ready, type 
it into the computer, and then send it.

Unit 1: Writing an E-mail
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Unit 1: Writing a Personal Narrative

Key Ideas 
 • A personal narrative is a true story about something that happened to the person who 

tells it.

 • Personal narratives have certain characteristics.
 • They grab the reader’s attention right at the beginning.
 • They are told in first person using the pronoun I.
 • They include important events in the order of their happening.
 • They use details to tell what the author saw, heard, or felt.
 • They are told in the author’s voice.
 • They have a satisfying ending that tells how the story worked out or how the author 

felt.

 • Personal narratives start with thinking: Who is my audience? What is my purpose?

Practice

Directions: Choosing one of the following writing prompts, write a personal narrative that has all 
the characteristics listed. Think, plan, organize, draft, revise, edit, and publish your narrative.

   1. Describe the most frightening thing you have ever learned to do. What made you 
do it? What made you afraid? How do you feel about it now?

   2. Write about a special experience you had with friends.

   3. Describe the biggest challenge you ever had to face. 
Explain what happened.

   4. What are your favorite things to do on a rainy day? Do 
you do them alone or with friends?

   5. Have you ever felt homesick? When? Explain what it feels 
like to be homesick. Write about your experience.

   6. What is the bravest thing you have ever done? Why 
was it brave? Tell about your experience.

On Your Own: Be sure to explore your narrative idea fully before beginning to write. Then write 
a fabulous beginning and a strong, satisfying ending. Polish for publication.

Unit 1: Writing a Personal Narrative
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Unit 1: Writing a Personal Narrative: An Autobiography

Key Ideas 
 • A personal narrative is a true story about something that happened to the person who 

tells it.

 • An autobiography is the history of a person’s life written by that person.

Practice

Directions: Write an autobiographical feature article, like those you find in your favorite magazines 
about people who are featured for something they have accomplished. Use the questions below 
and the word web to help you think, plan, and organize your information.

 • When and where were you born?
 • What is your family like, and where are you in the family order?
 • Where do you (have you gone) go to school?
 • What are your favorite activities?
 • What do you consider yourself good at or well known for?
 • What are your future hopes and dreams?

On Your Own: After you’ve gathered your ideas and planned and organized the information, 
write a first draft of your autobiography. Share with some others for feedback. Revise and edit. 
Then polish for publication.

Unit 1: Writing a Personal Narrative: An Autobiography

My Story
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Unit 1: Writing a Personal Narrative: A Memoir

Key Ideas 
 • A personal narrative is a true story about something that happened to the person who 

tells it.

 • A memoir is a true story, a personal narrative, that is built on the memory of the writer. 
Memoirs  have the following characteristics:

  • They are told in the first person using the pronoun I.
  • They are very descriptive accounts, so the reader can experience what the writer 

experienced.
  • They have well-developed, believable characters.
  • They create details that support the topic even if they aren’t “true” to the original memory.
  • They use realistic dialogue to help support the memory and the characters.

Practice

Directions: Write a memoir on your own paper by following these steps.

  1. What is the earliest thing you can remember?

  2. Can you close your eyes and see a “snapshot” of this 
memory? If so, draw a picture of what you see. Be sure to 
include as much detail as possible.

  3. Using your drawing, describe your memory in 
words.

  4. Write a good beginning for your memory, one 
that will “grab” your reader’s attention and 
make him/her want to read more.

  5. Write a good ending for your memory, one 
that will wrap up the story and leave the 
reader feeling satisfied. (If there was a moral 
or lesson to the story, it might fit here.)

On Your Own: Now write the middle to the memoir. Revise, edit, and polish for publication. Use 
your drawing to illustrate your memoir.

Unit 1: Writing a Personal Narrative: A Memoir
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Unit 1: Writing a Personal Narrative: A Family Narrative

Key Ideas 
 • A personal narrative is a true story about something that happened to the person who 

tells it.

 • A family narrative is a true story that involves interaction with other family members.

Practice

Family Friendships

  1. Does your family have “family friendships”?  What might this phrase mean? Does anyone 
come to mind? Does any childhood memory come to mind? Describe it here.

 

  

 

  2. You are going to write a personal narrative about Family Friendships, and you’ll need more 
information. Discuss your topic with your family members. Ask for input from parents and 
the other children in your family. What new ideas did you collect?

 

 

 

  3. Were you able to seek input from these friends? If so, what did they say about the family 
friendship? 

 

 

  4. Choose one “quote” from someone you interviewed or talked to about your theme that 
captures your main idea. Write it (you may alter it as needed) here:

 

 

On Your Own: Now with your family’s assistance in revising, write, edit, and polish your family 
narrative on Family Friendships for publication.

Unit 1: Writing a Personal Narrative: A Family Narrative




